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Look at those
boobs… I‘ve been 
horny this whole
time… Maybe I 
should just…

But it should 
be enough to

have some
fun…

Previously on Transform or 
Command our two rule-knowing 
protagonists come down to a 
similar train of thoughts…

I wouldn‘t
mind turning

Nicole into my
slave...

I don‘t have 
enough points
for a limitless

change…



Transform or 
Command?

Transform or 
Command?

Who will prevail? And what 
do they have planned for 
each other?



Oh, no!
He ToCed me?! Was he faster

than me? Do 
both count?

Do I need to
choose? What
shall I choose?

We continue 
from here…



No fricking
way! Who was 

faster?

Fuck!
Do I need to

choose? What will 
she do to me?



No clue what she‘s
about to do… But 
I don‘t wanna get 

transformed!

Oh, shit!
I… I need to

choose!

I choose 
command.

Fuck!



Nice!
So mine was first, 

and since you can‘t
instantly ToC the

person who ToCed
you his got canceled!

Looks like I 
win. *chuckle*

What… are 
you going 

to do?



I don’t 
like that 
smile…

You’ll 
like it!

Oh, don’t 
you worry.



You’ve been 
staring at these 

the whole 
night…

You’d like to 
touch them, 

don’t ya?

carass



It does not really 
matter who’s in 

control as long as 
you get your hands 

on these, no?

Where is she
going with 

this? 

Those are
some fine

boobs.

I guess?

Nicole’s using the trick from the 
rulebook to lower the ToC costs 
of her upcoming command!



I command 
you to be my 
love slave for 

the next hour.

-35
+ 0

What?!

Oh, don’t act 
so shocked. As 

if you were 
planning to do 

anything else to 
me. *chuckle*











End of Teaser!

Hello, Hexxet here,

This chapter is 100% FD flavored. Sorry for
that? But as a successor of GoC I feel like this
story needs a female antagonist. So… while
this chapter might not contain what you were
hoping for you might still like it? Otherwise,
don’t worry, Dylan is still the main Character of
this story and he will end up on top in the end.
(Though there might be an optional Nicole
Ending at some point… :P)

This part is ~60 pages long and entails 8
pinups. It’s for adults only and available on my
Patreon for Connoisseur Tier or in my
Gumroad-Shop airing on 15.12.2023.
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